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!! Wind is air in motion 

!! 3 dimensional vector 

!! Normally consider 

wind direction and 

speed on the X Y 

plane 10 m above 

ground(surface 

wind) 
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!4I: (Wind Measurement) 
!4I: (Wind Measurement) 



!! Wind data 

includes 

!! wind direction 

!! wind speed 

!! gust 
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!4I: (Wind Measurement) 

!! A rapid increase 

of 5 m/s (10 knots) 

or more in the 

instantaneous 

wind relative to 

the average wind. 
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!4I: (Wind Measurement) 

!! The direction that 
the wind is flowing 
from is measured 
in degrees with 
respect to true 
north, or described 
by the compass 
points i.e. N, NE, 
NNE, etc. 
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!9 (Wind Direction) 

!! a measurement of the 

speed of air movement 

!! Typically reported in : 

!! km/hr 

!! m/s 

!! knots 

!! :H56124"H : 

!! #_`a : 

!! rT/UV 

!! C/W 

!! ST/UV 

!" (Wind Speed) 



!! Wind 

measurement 

includes 

!! Instantaneous 

value 

!! Average value 

!!!4I:LM 

!! “[Vs” 

!! “APs” 

!4I: (Wind Measurement) 

!! Light 

!! Moderate 

!! Fresh 

!! Strong 

!! Gale 

!! Storm 

!! Hurricane 

!!tu 

!!Gv 

!!wx 

!!yz 
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!}4~� (Terms for Wind Speed) 

!! Estimate wind 

speed via visual 

observation 

!! Commonly used 

in marine 

forecasts and 

weather forecast 

!! 12 scales 
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���!�# (Beaufort Wind Force Scale) 
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Beaufort 

Scale 

$& 

('(/)*) 

Wind 

Speed 

(Km/hr) 

+, 

(Terms) 
-./! 

On Land 
0./! 

On the water 

0 <2 1$ 

Calm 
2345. 

Calm, smoke rise vertically 
067689 

Sea surface smooth and mirror like 

1-2 2-12 :1 

Light 
;<=>$3?@ABC 

Wind felt on face, leaves rustle 
0>DEFGHIJ!" 

Small wavelets, crest glassy, no breaking 

3-4 13-30 KL 

Moderate 
MNOP3?JQRABC 

Dust, leave, and loose paper lifted, small tree 

branches move 

0>ST3US>TVC 

Large wavelets, scattered whitecaps 

5 31-40 WX 

Fresh 
)?YZ[BC 

Small trees in leaf begin to sway 
0>\]T3>TVC 

Moderate waves, many whitecaps, some 

spray  

6-7 41-62 ^$

Strong 
_`^$a`J$bCc?AB3defg

>hbC 

Wind force of No. 3 Strong Wind Signal, whole 

tree moving, resistance felt walking with 

umbrella  

0Tij3\klmnoC 

Larger waves, white foam streaks off 

breakers 

���!�# (Beaufort Wind Force Scale) 
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Beaufort 

Scale 

$& 

('(/)*) 

Wind 

Speed 

(Km/hr) 

+, 

(Terms) 
-./! 

On Land 
0./! 

On the water 

8-9 63-87 p$ 

Gale 
q`p$rs$a`J$bC)?Rtlu3
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:1�#C 

Wind force of No. 8 Gale Wind Signal, Small 

tree branches broken, resistance felt walking 

against wind. Larger tree branches broken, slight 

structural damage occurs. 

��cT30T��3no�=��C 

Moderate and High wave, dense streaks 

of foam 

10-11 88-117 s$ �$��C��J��>��J��3��

���H�C 

Considerable structural damage 

>��T3\k��0�37���3

�� ��hC 

Very high waves, foam patches cover sea, 

visibility more reduced 

12 >117 #$ ¡`#$a`J$bCc?¢£t¤¥¦§3

c¨J~¨¢£©tl.ª«3H�b�^C 

Wind force of No. 10 Hurriance Wind Signal, 

trees uprooted, wide spread damage 

>¬®0¯��T3TV°±3��

²³´�hC 

Exceptionally high waves, visibility 

greatly reduced. 

���!�# (Beaufort Wind Force Scale) 
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!! Measure the 
velocity of the wind 

!! Measure the 
pressure of the 
wind 

!! Other physical 
principles to 
measure wind 
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!"#4¦§ (Classes of Anemometers) ¨©!"# (Cup Anemometer) 

!ª©!"# (Propeller Anemometer) «¬!"# (Hot-wire Anemometer) 

®X¯°«¬ 



 }!"# (Pressure Anemometer)  }±!"# (Pressure-tube Anemometer) 

²³´!"# (UltraSonic Anemometer) 61µ¶· (Wind Profiler) 



I¸¹ (Nephoscope) 

º (Fin) 

O9» (Direction Pole) 

¼½(Weight) 

¾¿(shaft) 

!9À4ÁÂ (Structure of a wind vane) 

ÃÄ!9À4$% (Basic Design of a wind vane) 

!! Contact 

!! Potentiometers 

!! Synchros/Servo 

!! Angle-encoder disc 

!!ÅbÆ 

!!Ça¹ 

!!ÈÉÊ/Ë�¹ 

!!ÌÍÎ 

!94ÏÐFÑ (Conversion Method for Wind 

Direction) 



!! 3 or 4 hemispherical or 
conical cups mounted at 
equal angles to each other 
on a vertical shaft 

!! Cups rotation proportional 
to wind speed 
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ÃÄ!¨4$% (Basic Design of a wind cup) 

!! counter 

!! Contact switch 

!! Electrical generator 

!! Photoelectric switch 
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!"4ÏÐFÑ (Conversion Method for Wind 

Speed) 

èé!"4FÑ (Method to record wind speed) 

Êê%å¹ (Mechanical Counting) 

èé!"4FÑ (Method to record wind speed) 

æÇÊ (Generator) 



!! Accurate 

!! Low start threshold 

!! Good dynamic 

response 
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$%õö (Basic Requirements) 
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Thank You 


